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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT  (CONTINUED)

Driven by the electronics industry’s continuous drive for greater

miniaturization, improved speed, more efficient electrical and

thermal performances as well as cost reduction objectives, device

manufacturers demand their equipment suppliers constantly push

the technology envelope to find process solutions for their advanced

packages such as ultra fine pitch BGA, QFN, stacked die and flip

chip.  To cement our business relationship with major customers

and to win over new strategic clients, we have provided them with

continuous process enhancements in wire looping control,

packaging development support (such as using copper wire for

bonding), and factory automation solutions for process integration

and small lot production.  Together with our in-house technology

development teams focusing on advancing ASM’s enabling

technologies such as motion control, vision systems, optics,

materials and reliability, our product development teams are

chartered to design higher performance products without a

corresponding cost increment in each new generation, so that

ASM can share the benefits with our customers.

Apart from coming up with the now standard work-horse in die and

wire bonding, in recent years we have developed several first

generation processing equipment models to offer our packaging

solutions; gold and copper stud bumping, eutectic solder and

thermosonic flip chip, soft solder attachment, thick copper wire

bonding, reel to reel encapsulation and solder ball placement are

just some of the processes available.  However, with customers’

demands for advanced packages and cost reduction showing no

signs of abating, our product development roadmap contains new

and significantly higher throughput die bonder, aluminum and gold

wire bonders, as well as an integrated test handler, all scheduled to

be launched later this year.  For better line balancing of the high

density matrix frames, we have also prepared an innovative, lower

cost and smaller footprint molding system.

In addition to providing unrivalled mainline solutions, we believe in

catering for our customers’ niche applications. To this end we offer

a range of equipment that provides cost-effective solutions to

customer needs, and are continually adding new capabilities.

A lens holder assembly machine for image sensors is currently under

development, and a wafer level package handling system and

management software are in the pipeline.
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FINANCIAL

In spite of the semiconductor equipment industry just exiting from

the most severe downturn in its history, ASM remained healthily

profitable and expanded its turnover 41.1% to US$334.5 million.

ASM’s strong financial position is the result of our consistently

profitable and cash generating business performance in past years,

as well as our conservative fiscal policy, prudent investment

planning and strict liquidity control.

Although now having a wider spectrum of products, after two

successive years of inventory reductions totalling HK$186.0 million

in 2001 and 2002, we only need to slightly (4.7%) raise our

inventory by HK$23.7 million to HK$529.5 million in 2003, despite

achieving an increased inventory turnover of 5.03 times, much

better than the previous years.  As such, we generated a free

cashflow of HK$392.6 million and a return on invested capital of

39.7% in 2003.

Notwithstanding that HK$383.3 million was paid as dividends and

HK$160.5 million was spent in capital investments during the

twelve-month period, cash on hand as of 31 December 2003 was

increased to HK$513,078,000 (2002: HK$465,569,000), with the

majority of the capital investments being funded by the current

year’s depreciation of HK$153.5 million.

With no bank borrowing either for short or long term, ASM achieved

an all bank debt to equity ratio of zero and no gearing for the Group,

the same situation for the latter as in the past four years.  The

Group’s shareholders’ funds increased 9% to HK$1,915,502,000

as of 31 December 2003 (2002: HK$1,756,072,000).

Due to a significant drop in interest rates in the recent years, net

interest income only amounted to HK$3.9 million for the year.

Receivables are mostly from the 4th quarter shipments and have

been tightly monitored during the year, resulting in 96.4 days sales

outstanding.  Management has closely scrutinized all receivable

accounts and concluded that bad debt exposure, if any, is

immaterial and well covered by provisions made in conformity with

the Company’s policy.  With our rigorous monitoring of current

assets and current liabilities, current ratio stood comfortably at

3.20.  Due to the strengths of order inflows in the 4th quarter,

order backlog was significantly raised to US$119 million as of

31 December 2003, a level comparable to year 2000 period.

Having established a solid foundation in the microelectronics

market, the Group intends to further its organic growth strategy in

the near term.  With no short term need for major cash outlay and in

view of our strong liquidity and rising equity base, we aim to

continue our policy of operating the Group with the optimum

shareholder fund and returning any excessive cash holdings to our

shareholders.  The strong financial position of the Company should

allow ASM to fund the capital investments and rising working capital

requirements to sustain leadership position in its industry.
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